NEW PRODUCT OVERVIEW

BLUE FORCE GEAR® MICRO TRAUMA KIT NOW!TM
The Blue Force Gear Micro Trauma Kit Now!TM, also known as the Micro TKNTM, is the
smallest version of the Trauma Kit Now!TM available on the market. This pack, which is
available for purchase filled or unfilled, is designed to hold essential lifesaving gear in a
small easy-to-carry pack that takes up minimal space. The supplies inside of the Filled
Micro TKNTM include:








Quick clot combat gauze
HyFin vent chest seal (2 Seals included)
Cleer medical trauma bandage 4” flat pack
Decompression needle
Six 2in. x 9in. Frog Tape
Size 28 Nasopharyngeal Airway
One pair of heavy-duty medical gloves in tan

The Micro TKNTM is constructed to be worn horizontally and is less bulky than the typical
pouch, which makes it ideal for everyday carry by law enforcement professionals, lowprofile mission sets and prepared civilians. The inner carrier can be easily deployed with
one finger or one hand from either the left or right side by pulling the BLIP featured
pull-tabs.
“Whether downrange, in the hunting field, or in everyday life – Blue Force Gear believes
in a mindset of readiness,” said Tom Kaleta, Director of Marketing. “Hunters carry
seemingly every device, scent cover, and tool imaginable, but few I’ve ever encountered
carry a trauma kit that contains more than a few bandages. This kit takes up very little
room, weighs virtually nothing and contains the tools to treat the three most common
battlefield injuries. Why would every hunter or shooter not carry a Micro TKN?”
The Micro TKNTM has two main components: the outer MOLLE or belt-mounted pouch
using the Ten-Speed technology; and a removable insert to keep medical supplies
organized.

Find technical specs and see a demonstration of Blue Force Gear’s new Micro Trauma Kit
Now!TM and other innovative products in booth 31209 at SHOT Show in Las Vegas from
Jan. 17–20. Personal interviews with company leaders will be available to media.
About Blue Force Gear:
Blue Force Gear designs the best weapon slings and leads the lightweight equipment
revolution with its Ten-Speed® multi-use pouches. They also reinvented MOLLE to be the
world’s lightest with their Helium Whisper® pouch attachment system and highperformance laminate, ULTRAcomp™. Unrivaled innovation and attention to detail set
Blue Force Gear apart from others in the tactical equipment industry.
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